A semigroup, P, in Γ 1 is called a half plane if PU-P=Γ and PΠ-P= {0}. Helson and Lowdenslager [2] proved that if Γ 1 is a half plane then every function / e H P (Γ^ with I log | /1 dx > -oo has a factorization as a product of an outer function, h e H P (Γ^ and an inner function, g, and this factorization is unique up to multiplication by constants of magnitude 1. From now on we shall assume jlog I/I da? > -oo.
Helson and Lowdenslager also showed [3] that if u is a real function such that u and e u are summable, and v is the conjugate function of u with respect to the half plane, Γ 19 then e u+iv is an outer function in H ι {Γ^). Conversely, if a summable outer function has the represention e u+iv with u and v real then u is summable and v is equal to its conjugate modulo 2π except for an additive constant.
Let P be a half plane which contains /\. Then, for ueL^G) there exists a conjugate function, v, which is unique if we assume v(0) = 0, such that u + iv has its Fourier series supported on P. which is just equal to HXΓJ. For each half plane P if iel, we have that the inner factor is given by f e -ίu+iv i)t Therefore, the inner factor is also in ff'ίΛ).
Conversely, assume that / has an inner-outer factorization, gh, in H\Γ X ). Choose P j9 j e I, then the outer factor, h y of / in H ι (Γ^> and hence in H ι (Pj) , is given by e u+v *, where v s is the conjugate function of u = log|/( with respect to P 3 . Since this is true for all Pj, j 6 7, it follows that e tv * is the same regardless of which half plane, P 3 is used. Now assume P k is another of the half planes whose intersection is Γ x . Then e ίUk = e iu ί where v k is the conjugate function of u with^respect to P 3 . It fallows that v k (x) -v 3 -{%) + 2nπ where n might change from point to point. We will now show that n = 0. Consider the function h 1/2 which is outer in H\Γ X ) c H\Γ^. wττ. This must hold for all values of m. The only integer for which this is true is 0. Therefore u has the same conjugate function with respect to each of the half planes.
We will show that u has its Fourier coefficients supported of ΛU-Λ Suppose that U(Ύ) Φ 0, where TίΛU-Λ Then there exists Pj, j el such that 7$P 3 . There also exists P k , keI, such that 7g -Pfc. Let v y be the conjugate functions of u with respect to the half plane, P 3 and let v k be the conjugate function of u with respect to P k . Since ΎgPj, we have The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
If fe H ι {Γ^) where Γ 1 is the intersection of half planes and feLRP{Γ^), then f
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